Ultrastructural pathology of iron overload.
The study of the ultrastructural changes in the iron-laden organism has indicated the presence of a number of 'defensive' features, best understood if examined according to a concept of biological levels. At the molecular level, the main features are: the increased capacity of cells to bind toxic, inorganic iron to a specific storage protein, apoferritin, which becomes visible due to its iron-containing, electron-opaque core; since iron itself is involved in the de-repression of apoferritin synthesis, the number of assembled ferritin molecules depends on the amount of unbound iron present in the cell; there is a maximal, cell line-specific concentration of cytosolic ferritin; ferritin particles have a variable iron content, with richer molecules having a tendency to form clusters. At the cellular level, the transport of ferritin into the lysosomal compartment with formation of ferritin and haemosiderin-containing siderosomes enables further segregation of iron and permits cell survival even in the new steady-state of cytosiderosis. When siderosomes increase beyond a cell line-specific concentration, signs of organelle alteration followed by cellular death are noted. At the tissue level, the contributory ultrastructural observations include finding of early intercellular fibrosis, atypical (amorphous) iron deposition, as well as the accessibility of a detailed assessment of iron distribution in various cell types, i.e. endothelium, parenchymal cells, RE cells. The ultrastructural study of material obtained from human subjects with various stages of iron overload and of experimental animals facilitates the understanding of the process of iron overload itself and of the ensuing cellular damage. The recent emphasis on iron as a putative contributory factor in infections, as well as its role in neoplasia, has provided new directions for research, both clinical and experimental. Ultrastructural observations, combined with biochemical, immunological and biophysical investigations, are mandatory for providing answers to the numerous pending questions related to iron metabolism. Sequential electron microscopic studies of iron-laden cells enable the evaluation of chelating agents in either clinical or experimental conditions.